
 
 
 

KARL KLINK Dry broaching machine  
in double column table up design with D-DRIVE 
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In the frame of a project supported 
by the Federal Ministry for Sciences 
and Research, Karl Klink started 
1992 with the development of dry 
broaching: new broach geometry 
and the use of special coating have 
made it possible to broach without 
coolant.  
 
DOUBLE-DRIVE 
 

2 drive units lay in the same line of 
application as the guidance and the 
broaching stations.  
Either use of a servo hydraulic high 
speed broaching drive or a dry and 
energy saving electro-mechanical 
drive.  
Productive and eco-friendly  
 

In conjunction with a suitable machine 
configuration, dry broaching processes 
have highly economical and ecological 
advantages:  
- higher output by higher broaching 

speed 
- no costs for purchasing, maintenance 

and disposal of the coolant 
- no investment costs for central or 

decentralised cooling unit 
- lower investments and induced costs 

for environmental health and safety 
regulation  

- reduced fire risks 
- improvement of the work hygiene  
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Automatization and assembly line  
 

The double column design make it 
possible to install an automatic 
loading and unloading device on the 
rear of machine. At the same time, 
the front access is free for set up, 
tool change, maintenance or manual
loading and unloading.  
High thermal stability  
 

through “open” double column design, 
cross current exhausting and broach 
cooling integrated in the table lift. This 
concept plus the brushing device directly 
in the broaching stations achieves an 
absolutely dry and clean machine area.  
fficient chip evacuation  

 side channel vacuum system 
 integrated chip silo 
 automatic evacuation of chip silo

without machine stop 
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